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New Hampshire Employment Projections
by Industry and Occupation
Base Year 2006 to Projected Year 2016
Industry projections, 2006-2016
Occupational projections cannot begin until industry
projections have been completed. Growth in a
particular industry can affect all the occupations that
an industry employs. A prime example is Registered
nurses, whose numbers are expected to increase
signiﬁcantly because of expected strong growth in

industry groups such as Ambulatory health care services
and Hospitals. On the other side of the ledger, slow
or negative growth in Manufacturing can mean lower
expectations for occupations such as Electrical and
electronic equipment assemblers and Paper goods machine
setters and tenders.
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An estimated 96,445 new jobs are expected for all
industries plus self-employed and unpaid family
workers. Service-providing industries account for 91,111
jobs, while Goods-producing industries contribute only
279 new jobs over the ten-year period, mostly due to
a projected reduction of 3,952 jobs in Manufacturing.
The remaining 5,055 jobs are projected for an increase
in self-employed and unpaid family workers.
Following national trends, employment losses
are expected to occur in Manufacturing, with the
largest losses projected for Paper manufacturing
and Computer and electronic product manufacturing.
Lower employment is also projected for Textile mills,
Printing and related support activities, and Miscellaneous
manufacturing. On a positive note, employment gains
are expected in Fabricated metal product manufacturing;
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Electrical equipment, appliance, and component
manufacturing; and Machinery manufacturing.
Health care and social assistance is projected to be the
leading sector in job growth, adding 24,161 new
jobs through 2016 period. Within the sector,
Ambulatory health care services is expected to expand
by 8,955 jobs while Hospitals account for 5,341.
Hospitals are expected to experience a signiﬁcantly
slower growth rate than other industries in the sector
because of efforts to control costs by increasing the
use of clinics and other outpatient care facilities.
Increasing enrollments should spur employment
growth in Educational services as a projected 12,351
jobs are added through 2016.
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Occupational Projections 2006 – 2016
As with industry projections, an estimated 96,445
new jobs are expected within all occupations,
including those held by self-employed persons and
unpaid family members. In addition to total increase
and growth rate, occupational projections may
be examined by annual average openings, which
includes projected openings from new job growth and
projected openings attributed to replacement needs.
Adding Jobs
Registered nurses are expected to add more than 4,000
jobs over the next ten years, the largest gain of any
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occupation. Technological advances that enable the
treatment of more health problems, an emphasis on
preventative care, and a growing elderly population
are among the reasons for the expected strong
growth.1 Working close by are Nursing aides, orderlies,
and attendants.
Population growth and a strong existing retail
trade industry will create the need for more Retail
salespersons. Because of the need to personally assist
customers, workers in this occupation are less
subject to being replaced by technology than in other
occupations.2 Growth in Accommodation and food
services and drinking places will call for more Combined

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2008-09 Edition: http://www.bls.gov/oco/home.htm. Accessed April 29, 2008.
Ibid.
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food preparation and serving workers, including fast food
and Waiters and waitresses, along with other related
jobs.
Postsecondary teachers in all subject matters are
expected to increase by more than 1,600 jobs as a
larger percentage of high school graduates enter
college and more adults return to college to update
skills or prepare for new careers.
Of the top 25 occupations adding the most jobs,
ﬁve require at least a bachelor’s degree as the
most signiﬁcant source of education or training. In
addition to Postsecondary teachers, these occupations
are Business operations specialists, all other; Computer
software engineers, applications; Elementary school
teachers, except special education; and Insurance sales
agents.

Fastest Growing
Seven of the 25 fastest growing occupations are
directly involved in providing health care. Leading
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the list is Home health aides with a growth rate of
59.0 percent. This occupation will be in great demand
to meet the needs of an aging population and to
control costs by moving patients out of hospitals and
nursing homes. Next on the list are Personal and home
care aides, who provide routine activities to assist
elderly and disabled adults, usually in a residential
setting.
Medical assistants are projected to account for excellent
growth as the health care industry expands and
technological advances in medicine require more
workers who can perform the basic tasks in doctor’s
ofﬁces and clinics. Keeping our animal companions
healthy will create more jobs for Veterinary
technologists and technicians.
Internet and telecommunications technologies are
expected to grow rapidly, spurring growth for
Network systems and data communications analysts;
Computer software engineers, applications; and Database
administrators.
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Personal ﬁnancial advisors are one of the ten fastest
growing occupations. Retiring Baby Boomers and
Generation-Xers fearing nonexistent Social Security
beneﬁts will be seeking the services of these workers
to manage their ﬁnances.
Thirteen of the top 25 fastest growing occupations
require a bachelor’s degree or higher as the most
signiﬁcant source of training, three require an
associate’s degree, and the remainder require
experience in a related job or some level of on-the-job
training.

Annual Openings
Openings arise from two sources, growth in
the occupation and the need to replace workers
who retire, get promoted, or otherwise leave the
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occupation. In many cases, replacements are the most
signiﬁcant source of openings. For other occupations,
particularly fast growing ones, growth is the prime
source of openings.
Retail salespersons is expected to add a substantial
number of jobs, and there will also be a need to
replace workers that transfer to other occupations
such as Supervisors and managers of retail sales workers.
Cashiers, a similar occupation, will likely have very
little growth as self-checkout systems become more
popular.3 Almost all of the openings will come from
replacement needs.
In addition to openings created by rapid growth,
more Registered nurses will be needed to replace those
that will be retiring or leaving the occupation for
other reasons.
Michael Argiropolis
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A complete set of industry and occupational projections can be found on the Economic and
Labor Market Information Bureau web site at:
<http://www.nh.gov/nhes/elmi/projections.htm>
NH Employment Security
Economic and Labor Market
Information Bureau:
General Information
(603) 228-4124
<www.nh.gov/nhes/elmi/>
Research Unit
228-4173
Economist
229-4489
Covered Employment & Wages
228-4177
Current Employment Statistics
228-4127
Local Area Unemployment
Statistics
228-4175
Occupational Employment
Statistics
229-4315
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